Email Marketing Profits For Beginners Swipes


Email 1
Target: Know Nothing Section
Subject: 2 things you must have to make money online.
Body:

Hey,

So I know you were looking to make money online when you grabbed your copy of Email Marketing Profits For Beginners.

What you might not know is that sending simple emails is one of the number one ways successful people are cashing in online.

There are 2 basic things you must have to generate profits online.

The first is TRAFFIC… without traffic (which is just visitors) you can’t sell anything and honestly you’ll never make any money.

Your email list provides an unlimited supply of traffic!

You can tap into each day by simply pressing the send button, which means all you need to really crush it online is thing #2.

…. which is a profitable offer to promote.

You don’t have to create your own product you can simply promote someone else’s product and earn commissions.

This program here breaks it all down for you nicely <— link

My suggestion is to check this out as soon as you can if you’re serious about earning an income online. 

- NAME

Email 2
Target: Know what email marketing is / bought tools
Subject: 
Body:

Hey,

You know the average revenue per subscriber that we try to generate each month is about $1 right?

…. what if we could TRIPLE that number and goal?

Understanding how to write emails that actually convert is the key to a successful email marketing business.

But many people fail to realize this…

It’s sad that so many people are right on the brink of success and the only thing holding them back is the words they type in the emails.

LUCKILY …. This won’t happen to you!

In this program here (click here)  <— LINK 

… you’ll learn how to write profitable emails that can skyrocket your earnings every single time you press the send button.

Simple words…

…..massive results.

If you’ve struggled to succeed as an email marketer THIS PROGRAM is exactly what you need.   <— LINK 

Let me know what you think about it.
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